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IHAI BULLETIN
IHAI goes virtual !
Now that the dust has settled on the 24th AGM of our organisation, your incoming committee
was anxious to maintain contact with members to hopefully help carry us through this diﬃcult
period of social isolation. As current President, I was charged with launching this first
‘Covid Circular’.
On the industrial heritage front, I am sure that tv programmes like the new series of Buildings of
Ireland, which so deservedly won the IHAI/ESB Award, and Portillo’s Railways series, keep the
grey cells active. We’ve also experienced a fresh sense of place and space during our 2 then 5
km wander limit. I am sure that, if pressed, you could all produce a detailed historic tour of your
immediate neighbourhood whether rural or urban, and that surviving features of that legacy of
the industrial past would take on a special significance.
Street furniture is probably the most immediate link with the day to day life of previous
generations - milestones, post boxes, street lamps are all readily fit for modern purpose
and compliment rather than detract from the amenity of an area. Awards are often presented for
the sensitive restoration and adaptive reuse of sturdy industrial complexes, but too often the
associated historic landscape elements are needlessly removed without adequate recording.
Again, thanks to online access to many national and local archives, armchair exploration is a
useful and relatively new research and recreational tool. Ongoing support into the future for
these initiatives, whether public or private, is of primary importance to ensure accurate
understanding and interpretation of our working past.
For Mary and myself we are blessed with proximity to two of Dublins most significant industrialrelated recreation spaces with adequate space for social distancing. The amazing unseasonal
good weather tempted us onto our stretch of the Royal Canal Greenway at Drumcondra from
Binns to Cross Guns Bridge past the dark hulk of Mountjoy Prison. One of the three Dublin
double canal locks, no. 4, still operates at this location. Its’ dressed limestone chamber bears
testament to the talent of the 18th century design engineers and the construction skills of the
builders. Worth a visit if you’re attending a match when Croke Park opens its doors, if you’re that
way inclined, or if dropping into the nearby Botanic Gardens with Turner’s magnificent Victorian
glasshouses.
Our other ‘life saver’ venue is the Blessington Street Basin and public park in Phibsborough.
Built in the early 19th century by Dublin Corporation as the Royal George Reservoir, the basin is
rectangular 120m long and 60m wide with a capacity of 15 million litres. It was a far-sighted
gesture by the City Fathers of the day that ,from its construction, the site was landscaped as a
public park with ornate cast iron railings and other features within its boundaries.
Both sites were threatened with backfill in the 1970s during that period when road engineers
and property developers dominated the urban planning scene. Fortunately, that period also
witnessed a rise in public concern for heritage sites and not alone were the plans scrapped
but twenty years later extensive refurbishment work was undertaken at the canal and Basin by
Waterways Ireland and Dublin City Council with the support of the local communities and
voluntary amenity groups
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Interestingly, in the context of that other but related water crisis (‘wash your hands’!) which
confronts us at present, it is worth noting that both water features combined to address the
City’s supply at the time. The Basin water, carried by pipe from the nearby Royal Canal, came
from Lough Owel in County Westmeath.
Back in my armchair, I was prompted to consult the late Michael Corcoran’s superb book which
is aptly named Our Good Health: A history of Dublin’s water and drainage. Michael was an active
and inspirational member and always preached that we neglect, or worse still ignore, the
essential, but generally forgotten work of those committed engineering and social reforming
Victorian pioneers at our peril.
Finally, on a lighter note, while looking through some photos from our last outing I thought it apt
to include them here. Committee member, Michael English, organised the visit to the Guinness
Storehouse Archive and site in late January. There was a great turnout and for those of you who
managed to make it, I am sure you will agree that it ranks as one of our best site visits and that it
will feature in our annual newsletter. of the many highlights of the tour was the provision One

A very attentive IHAI group being introduced to the range of industrial buildings engaged in the
Guinness brewing process for over 200 years by our host Eibhlin Roche, Company Archivist

One of the many highlights of the tour
was the provision of access to the
tunnel which runs under James’s
Street. We learned that James
Greathead, the South African born
engineer who directed the building
process in the 1890’s, created
London’s first underground electric
railway a few years before. The same
tubular tiled design can still be seen in
the Northern Line.
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The new Brew House, with its’ gleaming steel tanks and strict hygiene control
levels, presented an image of conditions that were to become familiar to us all

Bygone Days - Memory Test
Here we are on our sunny May outing 10 years ago . Can you name the location
and the bridge? Keep the IH flag flying - take care, Paul McMahon President.
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